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Introduction to Homeland Security
Everybody knows your typical dragon breathes fire. But when Crispin tries to
breathe fire on his seventh birthday, fire doesn't come out—only whipped cream!
Each time Crispin tries to breathe fire, he ends up with Band-Aids marshmallows
teddy bears? Crispin wonders if he’ll ever find his inner fire. But when a family
emergency breaks out, it takes a little dragon with not-so-typical abilities to save
the day. With wry humor and whimsical illustrations, Not Your Typical Dragon is the
perfect story for any child who can't help feeling a little bit different.

Where’S My Hair?
Navajo Textiles provides a nuanced account the Navajo weavings in the Crane
Collection at the Denver Museum of Nature & Science—one of the largest
collections of Navajo textiles in the world. Bringing together the work of
anthropologists and indigenous artists, the book explores the Navajo rug trade in
the mid-nineteenth century and changes in the Navajo textile market while
highlighting the museum’s important, though still relatively unknown, collection of
Navajo textiles. In this unique collaboration among anthropologists, museums, and
Navajo weavers, the authors provide a narrative of the acquisition of the Crane
Collection and a history of Navajo weaving. Personal reflections and insights from
foremost Navajo weavers D. Y. Begay and Lynda Teller Pete are also featured, and
more than one hundred stunning full-color photographs of the textiles in the
collection are accompanied by technical information about the materials and
techniques used in their creation. An introduction by Ann Lane Hedlund documents
the growing collaboration between Navajo weavers and museums in Navajo textile
research. The legacy of Navajo weaving is complex and intertwined with the
history of the Diné themselves. Navajo Textiles makes the history and practice of
Navajo weaving accessible to an audience of scholars and laypeople both within
and outside the Diné community.

Not Your Typical Dragon
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The New York Times film critic shows why we need criticism now more than ever
Few could explain, let alone seek out, a career in criticism. Yet what A.O. Scott
shows in Better Living Through Criticism is that we are, in fact, all critics: because
critical thinking informs almost every aspect of artistic creation, of civil action, of
interpersonal life. With penetrating insight and warm humor, Scott shows that
while individual critics--himself included--can make mistakes and find flaws where
they shouldn't, criticism as a discipline is one of the noblest, most creative, and
urgent activities of modern existence. Using his own film criticism as a starting
point--everything from his infamous dismissal of the international blockbuster The
Avengers to his intense affection for Pixar's animated Ratatouille--Scott expands
outward, easily guiding readers through the complexities of Rilke and Shelley, the
origins of Chuck Berry and the Rolling Stones, the power of Marina Abramovich and
'Ode on a Grecian Urn.' Drawing on the long tradition of criticism from Aristotle to
Susan Sontag, Scott shows that real criticism was and always will be the breath of
fresh air that allows true creativity to thrive. "The time for criticism is always now,"
Scott explains, "because the imperative to think clearly, to insist on the necessary
balance of reason and passion, never goes away."

My Passport Says Clairvoyant
This book was designed to help readers create a professional perspective of
integrating care with knowledge and skill. It also advocates establishing healthy
and helpful relationships for the benefit of people who seek counseling assistance.
Built on the rich tradition of caring advocated by many leaders in the field, this
book distinguishes itself by recognizing the importance of intentionality in caring.
The book guides readers through a brief presentation that assists them in their
development as intentional helpers. Chapters include: The Heart of Helping;
Intentionality and Caring; Anatomy of Intentional Caring; Creating Caring
Messages; Doing for Oneself What You Expect of Others; and Beyond the Helping
Relationship. For counselors, social workers, and professional helpers.

Climbing and Skiing Colorado's Mountains
Francine Mathews' no-nonsense Nantucket police detective, Merry Folger, is back
on the case after nineteen years. Death on Nantucket, the fifth Merry Folger
Mystery, is full of regional charm, a strong sense of local history, and foggy New
England Island atmosphere. Spencer Murphy is a national treasure. A famous
Vietnam War correspondent who escaped captivity in Southeast Asia, he made a
fortune off of his books and television appearances. But Spence is growing
forgetful with age; he’s started to wander and even fails to come home one night.
When a body is discovered at Step Above, the sprawling Murphy house near Steps
Beach, Nantucket police detective Meredith Folger is called in to investigate. The
timing couldn’t be worse: It’s the Fourth of July, and tourists are arriving in droves
to celebrate on Nantucket’s beaches, so the police force is spread thin. On top of
that Merry is planning her wedding to cranberry farmer Peter Mason, and her new
boss, an ex-Chicago police chief with an aggressive management strategy, seems
to be trying to force her to quit. Merry can’t conclude the Murphy investigation
quickly enough for him. As she grapples with a family of unreliable
storytellers—some incapable of recalling the past, and others determined that it
never be known—she suspects that the truth may be forever out of reach, trapped
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in the failing brain of a man whose whole life may be a lie.

Colorado Wild and Beautiful
A state-by-state guide for folk art enthusiasts to learn about the masked dances
still carried out in Mexico's Indian and mestizo communities.

The National Hockey League Official Guide & Record
Teemu Selanne, nicknamed the Finnish Flash, exploded in his rookie season for the
NHL’s Winnipeg Jets, scoring a record 76 goals, tying for the league lead, winning
the Calder Trophy as the league’s top rookie and making the all-star team. Far
from fading in his sophomore season, Selanne proved to be no flash in the pan,
scoring more than a point a game, and going on to score 684 goals and 1,457
points over his astonishing 21-year career with the Jets, Anaheim Ducks, San Jose
Sharks and Colorado Avalanche. He scored another 44 goals and 88 points in the
playoffs, winning the Stanley Cup with Anaheim. Selanne still holds the record for
most goals and assists by a rookie in NHL history and the most points in a season.
He was elected to the Hockey Hall of Fame in 2017—only the second Finn (after
Jari Kurri) ever elected to the Hall. Teemu Selanne is unquestionably hockey
royalty, having won countless accolades during his storied career. This deep dive
into the life of a unique superstar, top athlete and family man shows that such
success and longevity have not come without their hurdles. How did a young man
from Helsinki mature into a world-class player, one of the all-time best? What kind
of personal obstacles did Selanne encounter, and how did he manage the immense
pressure of representing his country and striving for his sport’s top prizes?
Featuring never-before-told stories from Selanne’s NHL years with the Winnipeg
Jets, Anaheim Ducks, San Jose Sharks and Colorado Avalanche, as well as rare
colour photos from his personal collection, this is an essential read for all hockey
fans.

Rocky Mountain Wildflowers Field Guide
This behind-the-scenes story of National Hockey League coach and general
manager Mike Keenan provides a fascinating insight into the obsessive and
sometimes self-destructive mind of one of sports most controversial leaders.
Photos.

Keenan
Includes such information as the name of every player who appeared in an NHL
game during the season, their lifetime record, records for retired players, Hall-ofFame inductees, all star teams, and rule changes for the year

When the Blues Go Marching in
Traces the lives of twenty-two immigrant teens throughout the course of a year at
Denver's South High School who attended a specially created English Language
Acquisition class and who were helped to adapt through strategic introductions to
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American culture.

Spoken Through Clay
Front Range Descents describes 75 ski and snowboard descents on 54 Colorado
Front Range mountains. Beautifully-written with a generous number of
photographs and color topographic maps, this guidebook is intended for
backcountry skiers and riders of all abilities. Foreword by Louis Dawson.

#IMomSoHard
Unbound is a work of historical fiction based on a famous Chinese love story, and
set on the Great Wall of China.

My Life
Photographer Glenn Randall presents 125 images culled from 30 years of exploring
the Centennial State. Working primarily with a large-format, 4x5 field camera that
captures amazing details, Randall has compiled an extraordinary portrait of a
remarkably diverse place. Traveling on foot, snowshoes, skis, and rafts, Randall
brings us images of Colorado's most remote corners as well as its historical sites,
wildlife, and outdoor adventurers. From the 14,000-foot peaks to the deep and
sinuous canyons, Randall presents a joyous celebration of a unique state.

Navajo Textiles
“A gripping American-on-the-run thriller . . . a brilliant coming-of-age tale and a
touching exploration of father-daughter relationships.”—Newsweek “One part
Quentin Tarantino, one part Scheherazade, and twelve parts wild
innovation.”—Ann Patchett, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Commonwealth NATIONAL BESTSELLER • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY NPR • The Washington Post • Paste Samuel Hawley isn’t like the other
fathers in Olympus, Massachusetts. A loner who spent years living on the run, he
raised his beloved daughter, Loo, on the road, moving from motel to motel, always
watching his back. Now that Loo’s a teenager, Hawley wants only to give her a
normal life. In his late wife’s hometown, he finds work as a fisherman, while Loo
struggles to fit in at the local high school. Growing more and more curious about
the mother she never knew, Loo begins to investigate. Soon, everywhere she
turns, she encounters the mysteries of her parents’ lives before she was born. This
hidden past is made all the more real by the twelve scars her father carries on his
body. Each scar is from a bullet Hawley took over the course of his criminal career.
Each is a memory: of another place on the map, another thrilling close call,
another moment of love lost and found. As Loo uncovers a history that’s darker
than she could have known, the demons of her father’s past spill over into the
present—and together both Hawley and Loo must face a reckoning yet to come.
Praise for The Twelve Lives of Samuel Hawley “A master class in literary
suspense.”—The Washington Post “Tinti depicts brutality and compassion with
exquisite sensitivity, creating a powerful overlay of love and pain.”—The New
Yorker “Hannah Tinti’s beautifully constructed second novel . . . uses the scars on
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Hawley’s body—all twelve bullet wounds, one by one—to show who he is, what
he’s done, and why the past chases and clings to him with such tenacity.”—The
Boston Globe “The Twelve Lives of Samuel Hawley is an adventure epic with the
deeper resonance of myth. . . . Tinti exhibits an aptitude for shining a piercing light
into the corners of her characters’ hearts and minds.”—O: The Oprah Magazine

Better Living Through Criticism
2018 Colorado Book Awards finalist in Creative Nonfiction, and National Bestseller
and Honorable Mention Award Winner in the Outdoor Literature category of the
2017 National Outdoor Book Awards (NOBA) — “A beautiful book about family and
finding a way to achieve more than you ever thought possible.” —Brad Meltzer,
NYT bestselling author Erik Weihenmayer is the first and only blind person to
summit Mount Everest, the highest point on Earth. Descending carefully, he and
his team picked their way across deep crevasses and through the deadly Khumbu
Icefall; when the mountain was finally behind him, Erik knew he was going to live.
His expedition leader slapped him on the back and said something that would
affect the course of Erik’s life: “Don’t make Everest the greatest thing you ever
do.” No Barriers is Erik’s response to that challenge. It is the moving story of his
journey since descending Mount Everest: from leading expeditions around the
world with blind Tibetan teenagers to helping injured soldiers climb their way home
from war, from adopting a son from Nepal to facing the most terrifying reach of his
life: to solo kayak the thunderous whitewater of the Grand Canyon. Along the
course of Erik’s journey, he meets other trailblazers—adventurers, scientists,
artists, and activists—who, despite trauma, hardship, and loss, have broken
through barriers of their own. These pioneers show Erik surprising ways forward
that surpass logic and defy traditional thinking. Like the rapids of the Grand
Canyon, created by inexorable forces far beneath the surface, No Barriers is a dive
into the heart and mind at the core of the turbulent human experience. It is an
exploration of the light that burns in all of us, the obstacles that threaten to
extinguish that light, and the treacherous ascent towards growth and rebirth.

Intentional Helping
When Joey Molina kills himself in the Bright Ideas bookstore's upper room, clerk
Lydia's life comes unglued. As she untangles the mystery of Joey's suicide, she
unearths a long buried memory from her own violent childhood.

Unbound
Climbing and Skiing Colorado’s Mountains is a select guidebook to 50 of the most
classic, aesthetic, and iconic backcountry ski descents in the state of Colorado. The
book provides accurate information to backcountry skiers and snowboarders,
including overviews, maps, photos, and route descriptions for each of the selected
50 descents, while at the same time spurring the reader on to investigate peaks
and areas outside of those featured in the book. Unlike other guidebooks, Climbing
and Skiing Colorado's Mountains focus on peaks of all elevations located in all
ranges throughout the state, including many 13ers and 14ers but also some
smaller, more accessible peaks, representing a comprehensive mix of some of the
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best backcountry skiing Colorado has to offer.

The Death of an Heir
Includes year-by-year stats and trade notes for every active player and more than
1,000 top prospects from around the world.

The Hard Hat
The Death of an Heir is Philip Jett's chilling true account of the Coors family’s gilded
American dream that turned into a nightmare when a meticulously plotted
kidnapping went horribly wrong. In the 1950s and 60s, the Coors dynasty reigned
over Golden, Colorado, seemingly invincible. When rumblings about labor unions
threatened to destabilize the family's brewery, Adolph Coors, Jr., the
septuagenarian president of the company, drew a hard line, refusing to budge.
They had worked hard for what they had, and no one had a right to take it from
them. What they'd soon realize was that they had more to lose than they could
have imagined. On the morning of Tuesday, February 9, 1960, Adolph “Ad” Coors
III, the 44-year-old CEO of the multimillion dollar Colorado beer empire, stepped
into his car and headed for the brewery twelve miles away. At a bridge he stopped
to help a man in a yellow Mercury sedan. On the back seat lay handcuffs and leg
irons. The glove box held a ransom note ready to be mailed. His coat pocket
shielded a loaded pistol. What happened next set off the largest U.S. manhunt
since the Lindbergh kidnapping. State and local authorities, along with the FBI
personally spearheaded by its director J. Edgar Hoover, burst into action
attempting to locate Ad and his kidnapper. The dragnet spanned a continent. All
the while, Ad’s grief-stricken wife and children waited, tormented by the
unrelenting silence. The Death of an Heir reveals the true story behind the tragic
murder of Colorado’s favorite son.

Death on Nantucket
Written by renowned experts, Introduction to Homeland Security, Sixth Edition,
informs users about the concepts and bedrock principles of homeland security.
Readers will gain a solid appreciation of the broad range of topics that fall within
the expanse of the homeland security umbrella and understand how and why they
are so closely interconnected. The text will also provide an overview of the
evolutionary process behind modern homeland security structures, which helps
users to understand why certain functions exist and how they contribute to
national and local security efforts. Unlike most books that focus solely on terrorism,
this text covers an expansive range of homeland security topics including allhazards emergency management, cybersecurity, border and transportation
security, immigration and customs enforcement, and others. • Updated material to
cover new developments in the field such as increased terror attacks,
cybersecurity safeguards, and administrative changes • Balanced account of
homeland security in all of its aspects • Authoritative voices from content experts •
Critical thinking exercises included for each topic

Lakota Performers in Europe
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Has it been months since you’ve read a book with
actual adult words that had nothing to do with farm animals or superheroes or
going potty? Well then, it’s time to take a break. Pour yourself some wine. Put on
your comfy pants. All good? Ok, welcome to the party. Kristin Hensley and Jen
Smedley, the creators of #IMOMSOHARD, know that you probably didn’t get to
shower today and that the last thing you need is more advice on how to be a
better parent. Instead, they invite you to join their laugh-out-loud, best friend
banter on the eighty bajillion ways moms give their all every day—including: I KEEP
IT TOGETHER SO HARD I BODY AFTER BABY SO HARD I HIT THE TOWN (AND AM IN
BED BY 9:30 P.M.) SO HARD I BUST MY ASS SO HARD I KEEP FOOLS ALIVE SO HARD
Come for the laughs, stay for the kinship with two friends who are just getting it
right, getting it wrong, and leaning on each other for a laugh at the end of the day.
They don’t care if your house is a mess and they won’t judge you if you pee a little
when you sneeze. So kick back, relax, and enjoy. You deserve it.

In the Midnight Room
Anodyne
Her biggest fantasy is about to become a reality. . . Jed West is Mr. Hockey. The
captain of the NHL’s latest winning team, the Denver Hellions—and the hottest
player on the ice—at least according to every magazine. .and Breezy Angel. Breezy
has been drooling over Jed at games for years, and he plays a starring role in her
most toe-curling fantasies. But dirty dreams don’t come true, right? Then Jed
saunters through the doors of her library, a last minute special guest for a summer
reading event, and not only is he drop dead gorgeous up close, his personality is
straight up swoon-worthy. He even comes to the rescue when she has an R-rated
“Super Book Worm” costume malfunction. But when he mistakenly assumes she’s
more into books than pucks, she’s too flustered to correct his mistake. And then
comes a big kiss, followed by a teensy-tiny problem. Jed’s dating policy is simple:
Never date a fan. So what’s a fangirl going to have to do to convince her ultimate
crush that he’s become less of a perfect fantasy, and more like the perfect man. .
.for her?

The National Hockey League Official Guide & Record
This book is an account of the life of a young boy growing up in rural Colorado in
the late 1940s and 1950s. Included are tales of growing up on a farm and
attending a small three room red brick school known as Beebe Draw. It is a
delightful story.

U.S. Army Ranger Handbook
From the US Department of Defense, the Skills, Tactics, and Traits of the Most
Highly Skilled Soldiers in the World—Army Rangers. This handbook offers the
techniques and tactics that make U.S. Army Rangers the best soldiers in the world.
These highly trained, easily deployable, and widely skilled infantrymen specialize
in airborne assault, raids, recovery of personnel and equipment, and airfield
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seizure, among other difficult and dangerous missions. Now, in this recently
revised edition of the U.S. Army Ranger Handbook, you can get the latest info on
everything from understanding the basics of Army operations and tactics to
discovering what makes a soldier with good leadership qualities and character.
Although primarily written for Rangers and other light infantry units, it serves as a
handy reference for all military units, covering how infantry squad- and platoonsized elements conduct combat operations in varied terrains. Drawing from over
two centuries of lessons learned in special operations combat, this guide provides
modern soldiers with best training possible. It effectively combines the lessons of
the past with important insights for the future to help make army leaders the
absolute best they can be. In straightforward, no-frills language, it covers
deception, stealth, communications, escape and evasion, ambush operations,
perimeter defense, counterintelligence, and much more. This book is the ultimate
resource for anyone who wants to know how Rangers think and function.

American Wolf
Kings & Queens in Their Castles
The Pittsburgh Penguins have captured the Stanley Cup five times since
1991--more than any NHL team during the same period. Joining the NHL in 1967 as
an expansion team, they waddled their way through years of heavy losses both on
and off the ice--bad trades, horrible draft picks, a revolving door of owners, general
managers and coaches, and even a bankruptcy. Somehow, they hung on long
enough to draft superstar Mario Lemieux in 1984 and eventually claim their first
championship, attracting a large fanbase along the way. Packed with colorful
recollections from former players, reporters and team officials, this book tells the
complete story of the Penguins' first 25 years, chronicling their often hilarious,
sometimes tragic transformation from bumbling upstarts to one of hockey's most
accomplished franchises.

Colorado's Indian Peaks
This is a book for children who pull their hair.

No Barriers
This “suspenseful narrative history” (Maureen Corrigan, NPR) brings to life the
momentous eclipse that enthralled a nation and thrust American science onto the
world stage. On a scorching July afternoon in 1878, at the dawn of the Gilded Age,
the moon’s shadow descended on the American West, darkening skies from
Montana Territory to Texas. This rare celestial event—a total solar eclipse—offered
a priceless opportunity to solve some of the solar system’s most enduring riddles,
and it prompted a clutch of enterprising scientists to brave the wild frontier in a
grueling race to the Rocky Mountains. Acclaimed science journalist David Baron,
long fascinated by eclipses, re-creates this epic tale of ambition, failure, and glory
in a narrative that reveals as much about the historical trajectory of a striving
young nation as it does about those scant three minutes when the blue sky
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blackened and stars appeared in mid-afternoon. Lauded as a “sweeping,
compelling” (Wall Street Journal) work of science history, American Eclipse tells the
story of the three tenacious and brilliant scientists who raced to Wyoming and
Colorado to observe the rare event. Dedicating years of “exhaustive research to
reconstruct a remarkable chapter of U.S. history” (Scientific American), awardwinning writer David Baron brings to three-dimensional life these competitors—the
planet-hunter James Craig Watson, pioneering astronomer Maria Mitchell, and the
ambitious young inventor Thomas Edison—to thrillingly re-create the fierce
jockeying of nineteenth-century American astronomy. With spellbinding accounts
of train robberies and Indian skirmishes, the mythologized age of the Wild West
comes alive as never before. An “enthralling” (Daniel Kevles) and magnificent
portrayal of America’s dawn as a scientific superpower, American Eclipse depicts a
young nation that looked to the skies to reveal its towering ambition and expose its
latent genius.

American Eclipse: A Nation's Epic Race to Catch the Shadow of
the Moon and Win the Glory of the World
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The enthralling story of the rise and reign of OSix, the celebrated Yellowstone wolf, and the people who loved or feared her
Before men ruled the earth, there were wolves. Once abundant in North America,
these majestic creatures were hunted to near extinction in the lower 48 states by
the 1920s. But in recent decades, conservationists have brought wolves back to
the Rockies, igniting a battle over the very soul of the West. With novelistic detail,
Nate Blakeslee tells the gripping story of one of these wolves, O-Six, a charismatic
alpha female named for the year of her birth. Uncommonly powerful, with gray fur
and faint black ovals around each eye, O-Six is a kind and merciful leader, a
fiercely intelligent fighter, and a doting mother. She is beloved by wolf watchers,
particularly renowned naturalist Rick McIntyre, and becomes something of a social
media star, with followers around the world. But as she raises her pups and
protects her pack, O-Six is challenged on all fronts: by hunters, who compete with
wolves for the elk they both prize; by cattle ranchers who are losing livestock and
have the ear of politicians; and by other Yellowstone wolves who are vying for
control of the park’s stunningly beautiful Lamar Valley. These forces collide in
American Wolf, a riveting multigenerational saga of hardship and triumph that tells
a larger story about the ongoing cultural clash in the West—between those fighting
for a vanishing way of life and those committed to restoring one of the country’s
most iconic landscapes.

Front Range Descents
Great teammates don’t just impact you today; they impact you for the rest of your
life. From the moment Jon Gordon heard about George Boiardi and the Hard Hat he
was intrigued and captivated. Over the years he visited George’s coaches,
attended several “21 Dinners” held in his honor, met his family, talked to his
teammates and observed how he inspired all who knew him. The Hard Hat is an
unforgettable true story about a selfless, loyal, joyful, hard-working, competitive,
and compassionate leader and teammate, the impact he had on his team and
program and the lessons we can learn from him. The book features: A True Story
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about George Boiardi, his Team and their Legacy. 21 Lessons to be a Great
Teammate Insights from George’s Teammates and Coaches that Bring the Lessons
to Life. 21 Exercises to help you Build a Great Team Infused with practical insights
and life changing lessons, The Hard Hat will inspire you to be the best teammate
you can be and to build a great team. *100% of author’s royalties go to support the
Mario St. George Boiardi Foundation

The Pittsburgh Penguins
From April to November 1935 in Belgium, fifteen Lakotas enacted their culture on a
world stage. Wearing beaded moccasins and eagle-feather headdresses, they set
up tepees, danced, and demonstrated marksmanship and horse taming for the
twenty million visitors to the Brussels International Exposition, a grand event
similar to a world’s fair. The performers then turned homeward, leaving behind 157
pieces of Lakota culture that they had used in the exposition, ranging from
costumery to weaponry. In Lakota Performers in Europe, author Steve Friesen tells
the story of these artifacts, forgotten until recently, and of the Lakota performers
who used them. The 1935 exposition marked a culmination of more than a century
of European travel by American Indian performers, and of Europeans’ fascination
with Native culture, fanned in part by William F. “Buffalo Bill” Cody’s Wild West
from the late 1800s through 1913. Although European newspaper reports often
stereotyped Native performers as “savages,” American Indians were drawn to
participate by the opportunity to practice traditional aspects of their culture, earn
better wages, and see the world. When the organizers of the 1935 exposition
wanted to include an American Indian village, Sam Lone Bear, Thomas and Sallie
Stabber, Joe Little Moon, and other Lakotas were eager to participate. By doing
this, they were able to preserve their culture and influence European attitudes
toward it. Friesen narrates these Lakotas' experiences abroad. In the process, he
also tells the tale of collector François Chladiuk, who acquired the Lakotas’ artifacts
in 2004. More than 300 color and black-and-white photographs document the
collection of items used by the performers during the exposition. Friesen portrays a
time when American Indians—who would not long after return to Europe as allies
and liberators in military garb—appeared on the international stage as
ambassadors of the American West. Lakota Performers in Europe offers a complex
view of a vibrant culture practiced and preserved against tremendous odds.

Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports
Located just south of Rocky Mountain National Park, this popular region is one of
the most accessible hiking and climbing areas in the West. In this concise and fully
up-to-date guidebook, Gerry Roach shares his firsthand knowledge and experience,
offering readers a chance to explore some of Colorado's finest mountain trails.
Photos & maps.

Out Where the West Begins
Beebe Draw
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The poems that make up Anodyne consider the small moments that enrapture us
alongside the daily threats of cataclysm. Formally dynamic and searingly personal,
Anodyne asks us to recognize the echoes of history that litter the landscape of our
bodies as we navigate a complex terrain of survival and longing. With an intimate
and multivocal dexterity, these poems acknowledge the simultaneous existence of
joy and devastation, knowledge and ignorance, grief and love, endurance and
failure—all of the contrast and serendipity that comes with the experience of being
human. If the body is a world, or a metaphor for the world, for what disappears and
what remains, for what we feel and what we cover up, then how do we balance
fate and choice, pleasure and pain? Through a combination of formal lyrics,
delicate experiments, sharp rants, musical litany, and moments of wit that uplift
and unsettle, Queen’s poems show us the terrible consequences and stunning
miracles of how we choose to live.

The Twelve Lives of Samuel Hawley
“If McBride is trying to prove—that if you change one life, you change the
world—she succeeds magnificently.”—Booklist From the author of the acclaimed
novel We Are Called to Rise comes a “jewel of a novel” (BookPage) about four vivid
and complicated women in Las Vegas whose lives become connected by secrets,
courage, tragedies, and small acts of kindness. Fun-loving and rebellious, twentyone-year-old June Stein abandons the safe world of her New Jersey childhood for
edgy 1950s Las Vegas. For the next 60 years, June will dare to live boldly. She will
upend conventions, risk her heart and her life, rear a child, lose a child, love more
than one man, and stand up for more than one woman. June’s story will intertwine
with those of three unlikely strangers: a one-time mail order bride from the
Philippines, a high school music teacher, and a young mother from Mexico working
as a hotel maid. Knit together around June’s explosive secret, they forge a future
that none of them foresee. This jubilant, compassionate novel explores the
unexpected ways that life connects us, changes us, and even perfects us. A
powerful story of lust and of hope, of redemption and of compassion, In the
Midnight Room is a smart, sagacious novel about womanhood, family bonds, and
how we live in America now.

Foolish Heart
Nature lovers and those who hike throughout the Southern Rockies of Colorado
and the Central Rockies of Wyoming will enjoy this little book while learning more
about wildflowers. Each wildflower included has its own page with photos, names,
and a description. Common names are listed first in large type and alternate
names are shown in parentheses.--

Midnight at the Bright Ideas Bookstore
Between 1800 and 1920, an extraordinary cast of bold innovators and
entrepreneurs—individuals such as Cyrus McCormick, Brigham Young, Henry Wells
and James Fargo, Fred Harvey, Levi Strauss, Adolph Coors, J. P. Morgan, and
Buffalo Bill Cody—helped lay the groundwork for what we now call the American
West. They were people of imagination and courage, adept at maneuvering the
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rapids of change, alert to opportunity, persistent in their missions. They had big
ideas they were not afraid to test. They stitched the country together with the first
transcontinental railroad, invented the Model A and built the roads it traveled on,
raised cities and supplied them with water and electricity, established banks for
immigrant populations, entertained the world with film and showmanship, and
created a new form of western hospitality for early travelers. Not all were ideal role
models. Most, however, once they had made their fortunes, shared them in the
form of cultural institutions, charities, libraries, parks, and other amenities that
continue to enrich lives in the West today. Out Where the West Begins profiles
some fifty of these individuals, tracing the arcs of their lives, exploring their
backgrounds and motivations, identifying their contributions, and analyzing the
strategies they developed to succeed in their chosen fields.

The Newcomers
Kings & Queens in Their Castles has been called the most ambitious photo series
ever conducted of the LGBTQ experience in the U.S. Over a span of 15 years,
Atwood photographed more than 350 subjects at home nationwide (with over 160
in the book), including nearly 100 celebrities (with about 60 in the book). With
individuals from 30 states, Atwood offers a window into the lives and homes of
some of America's most intriguing and eccentric personalities. Among those
depicted are Meredith Baxter, Alan Cumming, Don Lemon, John Waters, George
Takei, Alison Bechdel, Barney Frank, Don Bachardy, Billy Porter, Ari Shapiro, Arthur
Tress, Michael Urie, Greg Louganis, Tommy Tune, Jonathan Adler and Terrence
McNally. Modern day tableaux vivants, the images portray whimsical, intimate
moments of daily life that shift between the pictorial and the theatrical. Rich in
beauty and clarity, these personal landscapes are both a witness and a celebration

Mister Hockey
When I finished the first edition of this book, the Blues had gone 50 seasons
without capturing the NHL's ultimate prize. Then came their 51st season,
unprecedented and improbable. Nineteen inconsistent games into the 2018-19
schedule, the Blues made a coaching change. Thirty-seven games in, they
possessed the fewest points in the 31-team league. Playoffs were a pipe dream,
and the Stanley Cup seemed more distant than ever. But steadied by an interim
coach, lifted by a rookie goaltender, and sparked by a record winning streak, a
storybook unfolded. And with it came a mandate to revisit this volume, to account
for the most remarkable episode of all"€"the rags-to-riches tale of a Stanley Cup
championship.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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